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THE GROCERY LIST

IT’S A WALMART WORLD

• BIG Y is saying “Bye” to plastic bags! The New England-based grocer has announced that plastic bags will be
eliminated at checkouts from all their stores by August 1.
They are also working to reduce paper use with a 10-cent
fee on each bag used. The move is an effort toward increasing
sustainability by encouraging customers to bring their own
reusable plastic bags.

• Monkey C(BD), monkey do! Walmart may be joining the likes of
Walgreens, CVS, Dillard’s and Sephora by adding CBD products to
their offerings. According to the New York Post, executives from the
big box retailer have been quietly meeting with CBD companies
regarding sample products and pricing.

• Taking notes from Amazon, GIANT EAGLE customers
will be able to fly in and out of the store with checkout free
shopping! In partnership with a California start-up, the service
will use technology to allow customers to enter stores, start
shopping, and pay via mobile app when they’re done.
• HEB is making delivery E-Z with self-driving delivery
vehicles. The Texas grocer is launching a pilot program in
partnership with Udelv, a company that manufactures
autonomous vehicles for last and middle mile deliveries. The
deliveries will start in San Antonio later this year.

• Fighting back against Amazon’s biggest sale of the year, Walmart
launched an anti-Prime Day lasting four days, rather than Amazon’s
two-day discounts. No membership needed, Walmart discounted
thousands of items throughout many categories including home,
electronics and wellness. Walmart also has year-round free two-day
shipping for purchases over $35.
• Walmart hopes to cut the costs of middle mile delivery with
autonomous vehicles. The retailer has partnered with robotics
startup Gatik to deploy the vehicles and facilitate efficient expansion
of their click-and-collect service, among other uses.

• FOOD LION is roaring into convenience with their
own service dubbed Food Lion To-Go. In partnership with
Instacart, customers in North Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia will be able to get their first order without any
service charges.

THE AGE OF AMAZON
RENT IS THE NEW BUY
Amazon may be breaking into the
rental industry according to job
listings recently posted for Rentals
by Amazon. Although the rental
market is becoming increasingly
popular, as evidenced by
companies like Rent the Runway,
the e-tailer has yet to penetrate
the industry other than textbooks.
The listings mention Amazon’s
“rental team” and describe the
positions as interacting with
business stakeholders.

SNATCHING PRIME DEALS
Amazon’s biggest sale of the
year, Prime Day, delivered
prime results for 2019.
According to the e-commerce
giant, the sale days in July
racked up better results than
both Cyber Monday and Black
Friday of 2018 combined.
While not revealing the exact
number of products sold,
Amazon noted that internet
buyers purchased over
175 million items.

THE 'RITE' MOVE
Amazon has partnered with drugstore giant Rite Aid to implement
staffed Amazon Hubs inside over 100 Rite Aid stores with plans to
expand to over 1,500 stores before the end of the year. Mimicking
the locker model, customers choose a Rite Aid counter as their
delivery address and they have 14 days to retrieve their orders.
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RETAILER REMARKS
On a recent trip to Dallas, our Emerging Trends team did some taco-testing at a Torchy’s Tacos — an Austin-based Mexican
food chain. After chatting with the company’s local brokers, the team reached out to their corporate office in an effort to see
if we have any fits for the brand in the Phillips Edison portfolio. We connected with Darby Stogner, Director of Development,
for the brand. Let’s not burrito-round the bush, and dive into the company’s plans!*
TELL US HOW TORCHY'S
GOT STARTED.
Torchy’s Tacos began as a food
truck in Austin in 2006 by a
chef named Mike Rypka. We’ve
since grown to over 60 stores
in four states with strong
expansion plans.
HOW MANY LOCATIONS
DO YOU PLAN TO ADD IN
THE NEXT YEAR?
FIVE YEARS?
Within the next year, we’ll add
about 12 stores to the portfolio.
Torchy’s restaurants are entirely
corporate stores. We have a goal
of opening 100 new stores within

the next five years. We plan to
enter Louisiana, Kansas,
Tennessee, Phoenix, New Mexico
and Vegas soon.

In fact, one of the first numbers
we run in a new market is who
is shopping at what grocer.
WHAT IS THE
TYPICAL DEAL FOR A
NEW TORCHY’S
LOCATION?
We have done a few ground
leases, but typically we like a basic
10 to 15 year deal with two
five-year options. We will also
consider build-to-suit deals (a deal
in which a landowner agrees to
build a facility to the specifications
of a prospective tenant).

WHAT IS THE IDEAL SITE
FOR TORCHY’S?
We are flexible, but when we
enter a new market, we go to
denser areas and slowly move
outward. We love college towns.
We look for 3800-4000 square
feet, in either an endcap or a
freestanding building. We need
a 1000-square-foot patio and
80 to 100 parks or common
parking areas. We love
grocery-anchored centers!

WHO ARE YOUR
COMPETITORS?
Our biggest competitors are
probably Fuzzy’s Taco Shop and
Velvet Taco. Chipotle and similar
brands will also exclude us, and
our lease language will exclude
them. However, I don’t think
anyone else in the Mexican
fast-casual space is doing what we
are doing. We’re growing faster
and more strategically, and the
concept has the ability to succeed
with a huge range of customers
and demographics.

*Interview has been condensed
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INNOVATION IS ON THE MENU
• Catering to eager pizza lovers, Domino’s will allow customers to track their orders via GPS tracking by the end of the year. The ability,
available through the Domino’s app, will also benefit franchise operators by allowing them to make the delivery process more efficient.
• Taco Bell + TMobile=TMoBell? The
Mexican inspired fast food joint and the
mobile device company have partnered
in the past to offer Free Taco Tuesdays,
and in July they opened T-MoBell stores in
New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago for
three epic days with free food, a limited
edition T-MoBell Freeze drink and mobile
swag. Taco ‘bout a partnership!

• Subway, the “Eat Fresh” sandwich shop,
is getting a fresh new look. The company
and its vendors are providing more than
$100 million in grants to operators to
spur remodels in 40% of their locations
by the end of 2020. The company is also
aggressively implementing delivery service
throughout their portfolio.

• How about an "Express"o! Starbucks is
testing a new store format in China, one
of their largest markets. Called Starbucks
Now, the format is designed to offer a
streamlined experience for customers
who have pre-ordered online and for
delivery drivers/riders who are picking up
online orders.

CLOSURES & COMEBACKS
MORE TO THE LIST
Fred’s Discount Merchandiser
will close another 129 stores in
addition to a massive list of store
closures announced earlier this
year. The going-out-of-business
sales began in July and the
company will only have around
80 stores left after the closings.

LIFE AFTER LIQUIDATION
Toys R Us is opening 2 new permanent stores in November, just in time for the holidays, in
partnership with tech-startup b8ta. The company hopes to open 10 stores around the U.S. in 2020,
possibly including a larger flagship in New York or California. The new stores will be smaller, spanning
6,500 to 10,000 square feet, compared with the 40,000 they used to take up.

NOT SO CHARMING
Tween accessories retailer Charming Charlie’s has announced a
Chapter 11 filing and a complete
closure of all stores in their portfolio, which amounts to 261 stores
in 38 states.The stores are primarily mall-based, and are expected to
close by the end of August.
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RETAILERS

ISE

on
THE R

COAST DENTAL • Based in Tampa, FL
Dentistry • 120 current locations
12-month plan: 9 units

CHRONIC TACOS • Based in San Clemente, CA
Fast casual Mexican food • 59 current locations • 12-month plan: 25 units

VITALITY BOWLS • Based in Danville, CA
Superfood cafe • 79 current locations
12-month plan: 15 units

TAKE 5 OIL • Based in Charlotte, NC
Oil change • 350 current locations • 12-month plan: 35 units

COOLGREENS • Based in Nichols Hills, OK
Grain and green bowls
9 current locations • 12-month plan: 6 units

SUBZERO ICE CREAM • Based in Provo, UT
Nitrogen ice cream
78 current locations • 12-month plan: 12 units

JUICE IT UP! • Based in Irvine, CA • Juice bar
78 current locations • 12-month plan: 12 units

PIGTAILS & CREWCUTS
Based in Atlanta, GA • Kids hair salon
72 current locations • 12-month plan: 15 units
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DOG HAUS • Based in Pasadena, CA
Gourmet hot dogs and burgers
39 current locations • 12-month plan: 35 units

